WHAT’S NEW FOR BRIWAY

INTRODUCTION
Briway Carriers Incorporated has been
family owned and operated since 1998.
We take great pride in quality, safety, and
punctuality while working hard to achieve
complete customer satisfaction.

Briway Carriers is offering you a NEW, state of the
art, truck and trailer combination that allows you to
move longer and higher loads in fewer shipments.
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To better serve our customers Briway is
licensed to ship throughout Canada and
the United States, and is a proud member
of such programs as FAST and C-TPAT,
as well as being U.S. and Canadian
Custom Bonded.
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With our wide range of trailer configurations
we specialize in over dimensional loads.
We offer 53’ Vans, Flat Beds, Step Decks,
and Extendable Double Drops.
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LONGER LOADS • HIGHER LOADS • FEWER SHIPMENTS

TRAILER CONFIGURATIONS
Length

Height

Width

Weight

48’ - 53’

Up to 110’ 5/8”*

-

-

Flat Bed

53’

Up to 8’ 6”

8’ 6”

65,000 lbs

Step Deck

53’

Up to 10’

8’ 6”

65,000 lbs

Super Step

53’

Up to 11’2”

8’ 6”

65,000 lbs

30’ - 50’

Up to 12’

8’ 6”

65,000 lbs

53’

Up to 9’ 10”

8’ 6”

65,000 lbs

Closed Van

Double Drop
Super Flat

*3555/3950 Cubic Feet, height measured inside at door

The Super Flat combines the advantages of a Flat
Bed and Step Deck trailer all in one. What makes
this unit so unique is the ability to load off docks
and haul loads up to 9’10” high, 53’ long while still
being legal without the need for additional or
special equipment. This results in moving your
product more efficiently and economically.
While loading more of your product at one time,
the Super Flat allows you to ship your product
faster by consolidating your shipments, therefore,
saving on shipping costs. Ultimately, this will give
you the competitive edge over your competition.
Super Flat
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